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THE HOMOTOPY classification of maps of a polyhedron X to a sphere S” is the subject 
of classical studies[l4, 19,22,20]. As a first approximation to the homotopy set 
[X, S”] Hopf investigated the degree set 
G”(X) = {deg (f)lf : X + S”} c H”(X, 
in the cohomology of X. The degree degCf) is the of the 
E H”(S”, Z). Hopf showed G”(X) = H”(X, for dim I n 1. In to 
for dim > n 1 it necessary higher-order obstruc- 
tions, already a problem for dimensions of X not than n. this 
paper investigate, without the X, the degree 
set that are in The degree set of product of T SI X * * . X S, with 
Si = S”l has a special significance, since every element t E G”(T) yields a natural 
transformation i,: G”‘(X) x . * * x G”r(X)-+ G”(X), see (1.3). A characterization of 
G”(S” x S”) was obtained by the solution of the Hopf invariant problem[l]. For the 
degree set of an arbitrary product of spheres we can state the following result. 
Let ti = deg(p;) be the degree of the projection pi: T + S;. The cup products 
r, = t., u. . . u t.,a, where a = {I I al < * -. < (I#~ 5 I}, form an additive basis of 
H*(T, Z). For t = X r,t, E H”(T, Z), we define the element 
ll 
t 6 t = 2 7,%tn u tb E H’“(T, Z) 
abci 
o<b 
after having ordered the subsets a C 7 = (1,. . . , r}. When n is even, 2(t 6t) = t Ut. 
When n is odd, the coset of t U t modulo 2H2”(T) is independent of the choice of the 
ordering <. We define 
Q”(T) = {t E H”(T, Z)(t Uf = 0) if n is even, 
o”(T) = {t E H”( T, Z)ly 5 t = 0 mod 2) if n is odd. 
THEOREM A. If T is a finite product of spheres and T’ the k-skeleton of T, then 
G”(T) = H”(T) for n =1,3,7 
G”(T) = Q”(T) for n odd, n# 1, 3, 7 
3Q”(T) c G”(T) c Gn(T4”-‘) =Q”(T) for n even 
G2( T) = Q2( T). 
The case n = 2 of this theorem was proved in [2]. For n even we know of no case in 
which G”(T) # Q”(T). 
Theorem A provides a partial answer to the old question of whether non-trivial 
higher Whitehead products exist in the homotopy groups of spheres. A map f: T’+ S” 
on a subcomplex-T’ of T can be extended to the k-skeleton Tk exactly when the 
higher-order obstruction 
ok(f) C Hk(T, T’; rk-,(S”)) 
vanishes, that is when OE Gkcf). If T’= Sp v S4 C T = Sp X Sq and f = (a,@): Sp v 
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Sq + S”, then Op+q(a, B) = [a, Bl E T~+,,-I (9) is the Whitehead product of a and p. 
This is why such obstructions O,(f) are called higher-order Whitehead products. 
COROLLARY. If f: T” + S” is defined on the n-skeleton, then 
O,(f) = 0 for k < 2n, and O,“(f) = [L, b]*(deg f Udeg f). 
ff O,,,(f) = 0. then 0 E O,(f) for 
4n > k > 2n when n z 4 is even, 
k > 2n otherwise. 
By [L, L]: Z -+?r2,_,(Sn) we denote the coefficient homomorphism taking 1 to the 
Whitehead product [L., L,,] of the generator L,, E n,(S”). 
Let M”+’ be the loop space of the (n + I)-sphere and let w, E H”m(fEY+‘, Z) s Z 
be a generator. Theorem A is related to the existence of maps 
f: OS”+‘+ S”” 
of degree one, that is of degree w,,,. If ntn is odd, then 2w, E Gnm(f2S”+‘), as follows from 
(1.6) below. For m = 1 we have wI E G”(RS”+‘) exactly when n = 1,3,7. In [5] we stated 
the 
Conjecture. w, E Gnm(OS”+‘) for all nm odd and m > 1. 
This is true for n = 1, 3,7, see [S]. Theorem A supports the conjecture in the following 
way. Let i: S” +fH”+’ be the adjoint of the identity and let 
i,: (S”)’ = S” X - * * X S” -+ as”+‘, ir(xlr . . . , x,) = ix, + . . . + ix, 
be the r-fold loop addition of i. The conjecture implies that i:(w,) E G”“((S”)‘) for all 
r. In fact by Theorem A the latter is true for nm odd and m > 1, since then 
i:(w,) = 2 t, E @“((S”)‘). 
aci 
?#0=l” 
$1. DEGREE SETS AND DEGREE OPERATIONS 
We will consider only path-connected pointed CW-spaces X, for which we set 
Go(X) = 0. The graded degree set G*(X) = {G”(X)} nrO is a subset of the cohomology 
ring of X. The cohomology groups &I*( ) will always have integer coefficients. Since 
S’ = K(Z, 1) is an Eilenberg-MacLane space, G’(X) = H’(X). When n = 1, 3, 7. 
accordingly S” is an H-space, or alternatively when X is a co-H-space, then G”(X) is 
a subgroup of H”(X). G”(X) is also a subgroup when dim X I 2n - 1. If dim X L 2n 
and n f 1,3,7, G”(X) is frequently not a subgroup. For example 
{ 
Z@Z n = 1,3,7 
G”(S” x S”) = Z @ (22) U(2Z) @ Z n odd,nf 1,3,7 
ZO(O]U(O]OZ n even. 
These sets specify the possible bidegrees of maps S” x S” + S”. The graded degree set 
G*(X) is multiplicatively closed in H*(X), that is 
G*(X) UG*(X) c G*(X). (1.1) 
Since G*(X) is however not additively closed in general, G*(X) is not a subring of 
H*(X). For this reason it is meaningful to consider natural transformations 
7: G”‘(X) x . . . x Gnr(X)+ G*(X) 
which are defined only in terms of addition and multiplication in H*(X). BY (l.g), 
such a degree operation has the form 
T(f,, . . . 1 fr, = c T&f,, u . . . Ufo*. (1.2) 
uci 
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The question arises of which tuples (TV E Z]a C 7) define a degree operation 7. Given 
the product T of spheres S”!, let basis elements t, E H*(T) be defined as in the 
Introduction. Then 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. 7 in (1.2) is a degree operution exactly when Z rat, E G*(T). 
aci 
This is easy to see, since an element t E G”(T) induces the degree operation T = t*, 
where r&r,. . . ,f,) is the degree of the composite 
A fix. .Xf; 
X-X’------_,S”‘x...xS”~=T -L S” 
A denotes the diagonal, and f: and t’ are maps of degree fi and t respectively. 
Let S’: H”(X) = H”+‘(S’X) be the suspension isomorphism with inverse S-‘, 
n 2 1. Since the degree commutes with the suspension, we have 
G”(X) c S-‘G”+‘(SX) c . - . C S-‘G”+‘(S’X) C - * . (1.4) 
Remark. The stable set Gs”(X) = U S-‘G”“(S’X) is equal to the image of the 
r20 
cohomotopy W”(X) under the degree map #(X)+H”(X). Therefore the graded 
subgroup G%(X) is in fact a subring of H*(X). 
Somewhat more general than (1.1) is the fact that 
G”(X) U S-“G”+‘(S”X) c Gn+‘(X). (1.5) 
For if f: X --, S” and g: S”X + Pk are given with degrees a and S”b respectively, 
then 
(1.1, 
x------+s”xxo‘s”x~s n+k 
has degree a U 6, and so (1.5) follows. r denotes the quotient map. 
(1.6) THEOREM. S-‘G”“(SX) = G”(X) for n = 1, 3, 7 
G”(X) + 2S’G”+‘(SX) c G”(X) for n odd. 
Proof. Let S,” with S,” = W”+ be the infinite reduced product of James [ 161. The 
first equality holds since for n = 1, 3, 7 there exists a map S,” + S” of degree 1, see 
[la]. Since [L,, 2~,] = 2[~,,, L”] = 0 for odd n, the construction used by Gray in proving 
5..10 in [9] yields a map CL: S,” X S” + S” that has degree 2 on S,” and degree 1 on 
S”. ~1 induces the inclusion in (1.6). 
The degree set is a cone in H”(X), that is 
mG”(X) C G”(X) for all m E Z. (1.7) 
This inclusion is induced by (mt,,). All cohomology operations Cp: H”( ,Z)+H’( ,G) 
vanish on the set G”(X) for r > n. as follows immediately from naturality of @. In 
particular, 
G”(X)c {x E H”(X)lx Ux = 0). (1.8) 
For example, Steenrod] showed that for dim X c: n + 2, G”(X) is equal to {x E 
W(X)Jx Ux = 0) for n = 2 and is equal to Ker{Sq2: H”(X)+H”+*(X, Z2)} for n > 2. 
(1.9) THEOREM. Let X be a finite-dimensional CW-complex. There exist integers 
N,, 2 1 such that 
N,,H”(X) c G”(X) for n odd, 
N,,{x E H”(X)/x Ux = O}c G”(X) for n even. 
This theorem yields a ‘host of homotopy invariants d,,(X) = Min {N,]N. as in (1.9)). 
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We know from Theorem A that for a product of spheres 
d,(T) = 2 n odd, n+ 1, 3, 7, and H”(T) UH”(T) it {O}, 
d,,(T) = I or 3 otherwise. (1.10) 
We have found no example where d.(T) = 3. 
In proving (1.9) we will use the following lemma. Let X be a CW-complex and Y 
a simply-connected space. Let f: A + Y be defined on a subcomplex A c X. The 
obstruction set O,cf) C H’(X, A; mk-l(Y)) is then defined, and 0 E O,(f) exactly when 
f can be extended to the k-skeleton Xk UA of X. These obstruction sets are natural in 
the pairs (X, A) and in Y, see 5.4 of [7]. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Let n be euen and f: X”+’ + S” be a map. Zf the suspension Sf can be 
extended to SX, then 
[L, b]*(deg f Udeg f) E 202,(f) C H*“(X w,-I(S”)). 
The coefficient homomorphism [L, L] is defined as in the corollary to Theorem A. The 
formula there for O,,,cf) follows also from (1.11) for n even, since deg f Udeg f is 
divisible by 2 in H*“(T). 
Proof of (1.11). Let g: SX + S”+’ extend Sf and let f: X + as”+’ = S,” be adjoint 
to g . S,” is a CW-complex with cells S,” = S” Ue*” U . . . U enm U . . . , where e*” is 
attached by the Whitehead product [L., L.]. f restricted to Xn+’ is just f. With L.: 
S” + S” denoting the identity, it follows now that O,.(L,,) C H2”(Smn, 7r2,,.@“)) = 
7r2,,_,(Sn) contains only one element, namely [L,,, ~“1. Let Wi E Hni(SS”) be generating 
elements. Since the Hopf invariant of [L,, ~“1 is 2, we have wI U wI = 2w2. It follows 
from [I, &I*,, = O*“(L,) and naturality of obstruction sets that 
[L, ~Mdegf Udeg f) = [I, ~]f*(w, u w,) 
= [r? 4*J*(2w*) 
= Pm, &I* w*) 
= mounts”) 
E 202,(f). 
Proof of Theorem (1.9). For K E Z and (K . I,)*: nk(S”)+‘?rk(S”) we have Hilton’s 
formula 
(K - h)*(a) = Ka + K’:- ‘) H(a)[L,, L.], 
where H is the Hopf invariant, see [ll]. Let a E H”(X). By the Hopf classification 
theorem there exists a map f: X”+’ + S” with deg f = a. Now let r > n and f’: Xr+ S” 
be a map on the r-skeleton of X with degf’ = M,u. If rr,(S”) is a finite group of order 
K, then by the above formula the map (K, . L,) 0 f’ can be extended to a map frc’ with 
h4,+, = KJ4,. If n is odd and r > n, then 7r,(Sn) is finite, so the first statement of the 
theorem follows by induction. 
Now suppose n is even and a Ua = 0. Since (n + 1) is odd, there exists an integer 
M with Ma E S-‘G”+‘(SX). Let g: SX + S”+’ be a map of degree M(Sa) and let f: 
X+RS”” = S,” be the adjoint of g. We may assume that f is cellular, thus the 
restriction f: X”+‘+ S” is such that Sf = glSX”+’ and deg f = Mu. Now, because of 
Lemma (l.ll), 0 E 202,,Cf). There exists an integer K and a homomorphism 4 such that 
(K * &“I*: T*n-AS”) + ~2,~I(T) factors over multiplication by 2, that is (K * L.)* = 4(2a). 
It is then a consequence of naturality of 02. that 
oE~*202,Cf)=(K~r,)**O2,Cf~CO2,((~~~.~~f~ 
so (K - L,) 0 f can be extended to X2”. Since all homotopy grouts =k(S”) are finite for 
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k 2 2n, the second statement of the theorem follows for the same reasons as for n 
odd. 
We will denote by Kcp) the localization at p of the connected simple CW-complex 
K, see [13]. We may have p E P a prime, or else p = 0. Let ePn E H”(S$,, Z(,,) be the 
fundamental class, in other words the localization of e”. We define 
G,“(X) = {deg, (f)V: X + S;,,] c HYX, Z,,,) 
where deg,(f) = f*(e,“). The coefficient homomorphisms Z + Z(,,+ Q induce maps 
G”(X) c\ G,“(X) ” - Go”(X) 
between the degree sets for which the following pullback theorem holds. 
(1.12) THEOREM. Let X be a connected finite CW-complex and n z 1. For n even 
suppose H*‘-‘(X, Q) = 0. Then 
j = (j,lp E PI: G”(X)+ ,gp C&“(X) 
is injective, and Im j = G”(X) is the set of all tuples cf,lp E P) with rpf, = r,Jq for all 
P7 4 EP. 
In proving this use in 
(1.13) Remark. When n is = K(Q, n is even there fiber 
sequence + K(Q, n) A K(Q, 2n) where U denotes the cup product map. It 
follows that 
Go”(X) = {{x E H”~~!~$)u~ = 0) 
n odd 
n even 
The homotopy set [X, S&l can be characterized as [X, SF,,] = H”(X, Q) for n odd. For 
n even and a E Go”(X), we have for de&: [X, Sb,]+ H”(X, Q) that 
deg,-‘(a) = Hz”-‘(X, Q)/2a U H”-‘(X, Q). 
See in this connection 6.3 of [7]. 
Proof of (1.12). In light of (1.13), the assumptions of (1.12) imply that the map deg, 
is injective. Thus (1.12) follows from the pullback theorem in [12]. 
The methods employed in the next section can be used to show, for a product T of 
spheres, that 
(1.14) THEOREM. If n is even then GPn(T) = {x E H”(T.Z,,,)Jx Ux = 0) for all primes 
p# 3. 
If this theorem held for p = 3 then (1.12) could be brought to bear. However, 
computing G;(T) is where the greatest difficulties arise. 
92. SIMPLE MAPS 
In this section we prove Theorem A. Let T be a product of spheres St = S”’ as 
before. Every nonempty subset a C 7 = {I, . . . , r} defines the projection 
~,:T~S,,X...XS,,~-,S,,A...AS,~,=S, 
where S, is the sphere of dimension ‘Ial and p. has degree t,. Let 8”(T) c [ST, Sn+‘] 
denote the subgroup generated by the projections Sp, with Ial = n. We call a map f: 
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T + S” simple when Sf E g”(T). Let g”(T) C G”(T) be the set of simple degrees, that 
is 
g”(T) = {deg (f)]f: T --) S” simple}. 
We define g”(Tk) similarly for the k-skeleton of T. We will show that 
THEOREM B. 
g”(T) = 6”(T) for all odd n, 
3Q”(T) C g”(T) c gn(T4”-‘) = Q”(T) for all even n. 
For the proof of this theorem we will need seven lemmas. To start with, we look at 
the group structure of [ST, Y’] and 8”(T). 
First we fix on an ordering < of the set {ala C 7, a# 0). Summation in this order 
yields a homotopy equivalence (see [21]) 
P =a&S~a: ST+ SS.. 
aci 
For a space X this induces the bijection 
x H’( TV vi+,(X)) = X TI,I+I(X) -G [ST, Xl* 
iSI IlCi 
We have here identified the cohomology with the product of homotopy groups, using 
the basis {t.Ja C 9. Each factor Q,+,(X) is embedded as a group in [ST, Xl by (Spa)*. 
The group structure of [ST, X] is therefore determined by the following commutation 
rule. Let a, b C i and suppose Q: SS. -+X and p: SS, +X are given. Then 
Here e..b is the sign factor in e,.bfo U tb = t&b. This characterization of the group 
structure is an old result due to Fox[8], see also 7.8 in [I81 and 3.9 in [3]. 
Since iterated Whitehead products of more than three factors vanish in a*(S”+‘) 
(see [ l]), we the 
(2.2) Let I' Z'.+,c rrs,+r(S”+‘) for s = 1, 2, 3 be the subgroups generated 
by L = L.+I, [L, L] and [[L, L], L] respectively, so in particular I’ = 2. Then restricting p* 
yields a bijection 
H”(T) x H”(T, I’) x H’“(T, I’) = V(T). 
With 6 = S’ deg we obtain a short exact sequence 
0+H2”(T,Z2)~H3”(T,Z3)PI, $“(T)~H”(T)+O 
of groups, where the abelian subgroup Im p* = Ker 6 is the commutator subgroup of 
V(T). 
It is well-known that Z.’ = Z when n is even, Z,’ = Z2 when n is odd and n # 1,3,7, and 
1,’ = 0 when n = 1, 3, 7. Z,,3 = Z3 when n is even and n 2 4, In3 = 0 otherwise, see [ 1, 
171. 
We define an operation 
#: 8”(T)x %‘“(T)+‘F”+“(T) 
by means of the composite 
s?? 
f#g: ST L, ST I\ T I*I Sm+’ A T - Sm+’ I\ S” = S”+“+‘. 
(2.3) 
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It is clear that f#g E ‘&,+“(T) when f E 8”(T) and g E 8”(T). This operation has the 
following properties: 
(4 
(b) 
(Cl 
(4 
(e) 
(0 
SU#g) = (Sf) U(Sg) in H*(T). 
The operation # is not graded commutative. We define 
~.g)=f#g-(-l)““g#fEKerS 
If g: T + S”-’ is simple, then 
f#(Sg) = (SA)*(f A g) and U, Sg) = 0. 
The operation # is linear in the first variable, 
U + f’)#g = (f#g) + (f’#g). 
If f: T --, S”-’ is simple, then also 
(Sf)P(g + g’) = (Sf)#g + (Sf)#g’. 
If d E Ker 6 then 
f#(g + d) = f#g. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let f E gm(T) and g E 2?‘(T), and suppose that csf) u(6g) = 0 and 
(f. g) = 0. Then also f#g = 0. 
Proof. Let a, /3 E Ker 6. Then cf, g) = 0 implies that 
(1) (f+a)#(g+P)=f#g. 
Let f = X f,,(Sp,-) and g = X gb(Spg) with f,,, gb E 2 be representations, where M 
aEM LEN 
and N are ordered sets with maps 
- 
: M-+{a c Pllal= m}. - 
: N-+{a c Pllul= n}. 
By (l), we can sum in an arbitrary order over M and N in 
(2) f #g = (a&fa(%ki))#(b~N gb&d)- 
Now let c c J with ICI = m + n. We choose in (2) an order of summation so that all 
a E M, N with 5 C c appear on the far right. Then 
(3) f#g = (E +~~/A%-‘+fG, + bgN gb(.%-1). 
cicc kc 
The terms F, and G, contain only summands f,(Sp,-) and gB(Sp,) respectively with 
Zb c. (3) implies that 
(4) f#g = F,#g + .zM (~.(SPMG, + bzN _f&b~~h&%%%~). 
6CC - kc - 
II I 
A summand in I is not zero if and only if 5 (76 = 0, that is ; U6 = c. Thus all 
summands in II commute with all summands in I. We now obtain 
(5) f#g = F,#g + & fo(%iWG, + & z;J f,&?b(sp,-)#(spt?). 
SC 
oE b_E 
6Cc bee 
III 
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The summand III is zero since (Sf) U(Q) = 0. Since c was chosen arbitrarily, it 
follows that f#g = 0. 
Our proofs of Theorem A and Theorem B are essentially based on (2.4) and the 
following lemma. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let A: X+X A X be the diagonal and let f,g E [X, S”]. 
(1) For n odd, 
SCfAg)oSA=OlS~hE[X,S”] withSh=Sf+Sg 
(2) For n even, 
cf A g)oA = 033h E [X, S”] with Sh = 3(Sf)+ Sg 
(2.6) Additional facts. For all n, 
(3) If f. g E K S&l then 
S(fhg)oSA=Oj3hE[X,SR,] withSh=Sf+Sg 
(4) If p Z 3 is a prime and f, g E [X, S;,,] then 
(f A g) o A = 0+3h E [X, S$,] with Sh = Sf + Sg. 
Proof. 
ad (1): Consider the commutative diagram 
h _____--- ___a S” 
____----- _____--- Ii 
2n 
where y is the James-Hopf map. James showed that the fiber of y is homotopy 
equivalent to S” when n is odd. It therefore follows from (SA)*(Sf A g) = 0 that a map 
h exists with ~(f, g) = ih, that is Sh = Sf + Sg. This implies (1). Statement (4) can be 
proved similarly, since for all n the sequence SF,, C (ST,,),+ (S$), is a fiber sequence, 
cf. Husemoller’s treatment in 4.1 of [15]. 
ad (2): When n is even and n L 4, the Whitehead product [IL,, ~“1, L.] is an element 
of order 3. Thus when n is even there exists a map 4: S2”-’ x S”+S” such that 
41s” = 1 and 4]S2”-’ = [3 L,, 1.1. d, leads to a commutative diagram 
h __A 
S’ g+ S,” 
__________-------- 
____________------ 
______----- 
i IJ 4 
‘f.8) x - S” x S” L 
1 
Cl,, 
n. I &E2” x S”) udsn L S,” ‘ 1 
I 
P 
I 
*S 2n 
The map p is defined on the adjunction space of 4 as follows. p is defined & E2” x S” 
to be the projection E2” x S” + E2” + E2”/S2”-’ = S’“, and p(9) = *. The fiber of p is 
homotopy equivalent to S”, in accordance with 3.3 of [7], so that (j, p) is a fiber 
sequence. This fiber sequence is also considered by Hardie and Porter in [lo], where 
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they show in Proposition 28 that there exists a map A extending the inclusion S” C S,” 
and which is an equivalence after localizing at q for all primes q* 3. S,” is the 
three-fold reduced product of the sphere S”. We have the inclusion k because 
b/S2”-’ = [31,, ~“1, and so pk is equal to the quotient map Cl,m.Inl-, S2”. The map 6 is 
the extension of S” v S” 
(31,. L” ) 
- S”. Therefore pk@ is equal to the quotient map 7r. If 
A*(f A g) = 0 there exists a map h as in the diagram such that jh = kii(f,g). 
Consequently ih = i3Akfi(f, g). Let r: S(S,“)+ SS” denote the retraction such that 
ro S(ih) = Sh. Since A*(f A g) = 0, the diagram 
sx -=L S(S” x S”) 
P 1 I 
sxvsxs/vs8 SS” v SS” 
is homotopy commutative, therefore by suspending the maps in the diagram above we 
see that Sh = 3(Sf) + Sg. This proves (2). Statement (4) can be proved in an analogous 
fashion, since I is a q-equivalence for all primes qf 3. 
(2.7) Remark. Since [[b2, ~~1, Lo] = 0, there exists a map 4: S’X S*+ S2 such that 
#IS’ = 1 and 41s’ = [L?, ~~1. Again we obtain a fiber sequence 
S2-+E4xS2UdS2-+S4, 
however now there is no map A : E4 x S2 U,S2 + SJ2 extending the inclusion of S2. This 
is because the Hopf construction for 4 yields an element of order 3 in 7rTg(S3), see [6] 
and 3.6.14 in [7]. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let n be odd and f, g: T + S” be simple. If deg f Udeg g = 0 then 
there exists a simple map h: T + S” with Sh = Sf + Sg. 
Proof: For Sf, SgE 8”(T) we have (SA)*(Sf A g) = (Sf)#(Sg)= 0, because 
(Sf, Sg) = 0 and, by assumption, S(Sf) US(Sg) = 0 as well. Therefore we can apply 
(2.4). By (2.5) (1) then the map h exists. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let n be even and k zz 2n. Suppose a: Tk + S” is a simple map and 
that we have b E gnern(Tk) with n > m 2 1. Then f: T’ % Tk A Tk -% S” A Tk 
Sm-‘b S” is a simple map such that Sf = (Sa)#b. Furthermore let g: Tk + S” be a 
simple map with (Sb) U(deg g) = 0. Then . 
(a) If Tk = T then there exist simple maps h,, h2: T+ S” with Sh, = 3(Sf)+ (Sg) 
and Sh2 = (Sf) + 3(Sg). 
(b) If k 5 4n - 1 then there exists a simple map h: T’ + S” with Sh = Sf + Sg. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
A 
T’ - 
I 
A 
“IA” k 
Tk A Tk Tk A Tk A Tk S” A S” 
I 
Llnl 
I 
oni* 
PA 
S” A T’ - S” A T” A T’ 
We have (SA)*(b A g) = b#(Sg) = 0 because it follows from (b, Sg) = 0 and (6b) U 
&Sg) = 0 that (2.4) is applicable. Therefore (S” A A)*(S”-‘b A g) = 0 for m z 1 as well, 
and so 
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(1) A*cf A g) = 0. 
When T* = T, we can apply (2.5)(2) to conclude (a). The full proof of statement (b) is 
quite elaborate, so we will only sketch it here. Using the methods of [4], we first 
construct a CW-complex 7 and a map p: T4”-’ + F with the following properties: 
F = v S” U( v e*“) U( v e3”) has only cells of dimension n, 2n. and 3% and p induces 
cohomology isomorphism in these dimensions. For the simple maps f. g in (2.9) we 
can find maps f’, g’: i=+ S” with 
(2) Sf = S(fP), Sg = S&p) and A*(f’ A g’) = 0. 
The fiber F,, of the quotient map ?T: Sz” -_) &“/S” = S’” is homotopy equivalent to a 
CW-complex C of the form 
(3) F,, = C = S” Ue3*-’ U . . . Uemfzn-I)+” U. . , 
The cell e3”-’ is attached by the Whitehead product [[L, L], L], L = I.. To see this the 
reader may refer to 5.6 in Gray[9]. Consider now the commutative diagram 
__--- AC 
A----‘-;:- I i ___ - 
((‘. I’) 
T- S” x S” A Sz” L S,” 
I 
A 
I 1 
n 
_ - fna’ 
TAT-S”AS~-S 2n 
D is the quotient map, j is’the fiber of r by (3), and iz is the inclusion. (2) therefore 
implies that there exists a map h” with 
(4) jh” = u(f), g’). 
Since 773n-,(S3”-2) = Z2, h” factors over S”, that is, there exists a map h’ with h”: 
T k’ S” + C. It follows from (4), by arguments analogous to those in the proof of 
(2.5)(2), that Sf’+ Sg’ = Sh’. Taking h = h’p we see by (2) that (b) is true. 
A consequence of (2.8) and (2.9) is 
(2.10) COROLLARY. 
@(TV= g”(T) if n is odd, 
Q”(T) c gn(T4”-‘) 
3Q”(T) C g”(T) 1 
if n is euen 
PrOOf. We first deduce from (2.8) and (2.9) that 
(1) If n is odd and a, 6 E g”(T) with a U b = 0, then a + b E g”(T). 
(2) Let n be even and k 2 2n. Suppose a E g”(T*), 6 E H”-“(T), n > m L 1, and 
c E g”( T’) with b U c = 0. Then 
(a) when T* = T we have 3(a Ub) + c, a Ub + 3c E g”(T), and 
(b) when k 5 4n - 1 we have a U b + c E g”(T*). 
We will use these facts to prove (2.10) by induction over the number r of spheres in 
the product T. 
The initial statement in the induction argument is trivial. We assume that the 
corollary holds for products with fewer than r spheres. It thus holds for T’ = 
&x*.. xS, with T=S,xT’. Set n,= dim S,. Let n be odd and t E H”(T) with 
rut = 0 mod 2, so that t E o”(T). Then t = t, Ub + t’, where t’E H”(T’) and where 
t, E H”‘(T) is the degree of the projection T-+ S,, and also b E I-I”-YT’). We then 
have in H”(T, Z2) 
r ISt = (Cl6 + f’) U(r,b + f’) 
=t,b~t,b+t,but+t’I?t’=0. 
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Since t,bG t,b = 0, we conclude that t,b U t’ = 0 and t’ U t’ = 0. The product t,b is an 
element of g”(T). By the induction assumption we also have that t’ E @‘(T’) c g”( T’). 
The projection T + T’ induces an inclusion g”(T’) C g”(T). It now follows from (1) 
that t = t,b + t E g”(T), and so o”(T) C g”(T). Using (2), the other statements can be 
proved similarly. 
In.order to prove Theorems A and B we need only one more lemma. Let C, 
denote the mapping cone of a map w: S2”-‘+ i?, Si, Si = S”, and let pi: C, + Si be 
retractions. Let 8 C [SC,, S”+‘] be the subgroup generated by the maps Spi. We call a 
map f: C, + S” simple when Sf E 8, and we define g”(C,) = {degflf: C, + S”, f 
simple}. 
(2.11) LEMMA. Let n be odd, and let t = C niti E H”(C,) where ti = deg pi and 
ni E Z. For n # 1, 3, 7 let t E G”(C,), .for n = 1, 3, 7 let t E g”(C,). Then 
C ninjti U ti E 0 mod 2H2”(C,). 
i<j 
Proof. Let T E H’“(C,,,) be a generator. Then ti U tj = Ei,T with Eij E Z. It follows 
from the Hilton-Milnor theorem that f = Z l ii[ui, cii] where mi: Si + VSi denotes the 
i<j 
i-th inclusion. For n# 1, 3, 7 the Whitehead product [L,, L”] is an element of order 2, 
therefore (2.11) follows in this case. For n = 1, 3, 7 we use a generalized Hopf 
construction. Consider the commutative.diagram of exact sequences 
o---, rr2”(S”)~ [C,, sy= H”(C,)- 0 
I 
S 
IS A+!n(cw)_o 0 - 7r2n+,(S”+‘) -L [SC,, sn+‘l 
where S = deg S’, and u is induced by the quotient map C, + S’“. When n = 1, 3, 7 
there is a quotient map e: ?~~~+,(S”+‘)-_,a~,+,(S”“)/1m S = Z+Zz. We can therefore 
perform a Hopf construction in the diagram to obtain h: H”(C,)+Z, with 
h(t) = ea-‘(S deg-‘(t) - f: q(Sp;)). 
i=l 
It is not hard to see that if f E 8 flKer S then eu-‘cf) = 0. Therefore t E g”(C,) 
implies h(t) = 0. Since 
h(t) = 2 n;n,q 
i-zi 
in Z2, (2.8) follows for n = 1, 3, 7. For q = 2 this formula for h(t) is just the classical 
Hopf construction. 
Proof of Theorems A and B. By (2.10), (1.6) and (1.8) there remains only to show 
that 
(1) G”(T) c G”(T) for n odd, nf 1, 3, 7 
(2) g”(T) c @(T) for n = 1, 3,7. 
Let f: T -+ S” be a map with deg f = t. We may assume that f factors over the 
quotient T/T”-‘. The Freudenthal suspension theorems imply that all the attaching 
maps of cells in T”‘-I/T”-’ are nullhomotopic. We also have a map 
w: yF S2”-‘+ i_ Sb + T2n-‘IT”-’ 
lnJ=2n Ibl=n 
such that Cw = T’“/T”-‘. Statements (1) and (2) thus follow from (2.1 l), cf. [41 where 
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we have investigated the attaching maps in T/T”-’ in more detail. By characterizing w 
as in the proof of (2.111, we obtain the formula for Oln(f) in the corollary to Theorem 
A. The other statement in this corollary follows directly from Theorem A. 
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